Press Release

Downtown Martinsburg Revitalization
Technologies Call Center

Underway with

New

Concert

DULLES, VA, January 29, 2015– Concert Technologies today announced the opening of its Martinsburg, WV
location from which 48 employees will work to support the company’s global technology rollout operations.
Concert’s new office space in downtown Martinsburg, WV is large enough to allow plenty of room for future
expansion of its growing state-of-the-art call center supporting its global technology rollout operations.
As reviewed in a YouTube video, Concert Technologies’ strategic move to Martinsburg, WV was based on many
of the benefits this historic location provides:







Shops and restaurants for employees to enjoy on Queen Street
Business-friendly city focused on revitalization
Easy commute for employees with quick access to the Marc train and the route 81 and route 9 highways
Reasonable cost of living and beautiful, affordable housing
Hiring pool to support future growth

“Martinsburg, WV provides a historic community with all the conveniences of a downtown area,” said Dennis
Mazaris, President and CEO of Concert Technologies. “As a business-friendly city experiencing growth of its own,
it was an easy decision to relocate our global technology rollout call center to Martinsburg.”
The City of Martinsburg serves as the county seat to Berkley County and is the long-standing commercial and
cultural hub of the county and Eastern Panhandle of West Virginia. As the state’s fastest growing city,
Martinsburg honors its historic heritage and works to ensure its future through high-quality services to
businesses and residents, planned growth in commercial and residential areas, as well as major roadway and
utility improvements.

About Concert Technologies
Founded in 1995, Concert Technologies is a privately-held technology rollout company based in Dulles, VA.
Concert customers receive high-quality rollouts through the application of the industry’s only system of project
management methodologies. With more than 300,000 successful rollouts delivered, Concert is the partner of
choice for federal government, commercial and international organizations needing accelerated, high-quality
global technology rollouts. To learn more, visit Concert Technologies at: www.concerttech.com

